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We propose an alternative classification scheme for quantum entanglement based on topological links. This is
done by identifying a nonrigid ring to a particle, attributing the act of cutting and removing a ring to the operation
of tracing out the particle, and associating linked rings to entangled particles. This analogy naturally leads us to
a classification of multipartite quantum entanglement based on all possible distinct links for a given number of
rings. To determine all different possibilities, we develop a formalism that associates any link to a polynomial,
with each polynomial thereby defining a distinct equivalence class. To demonstrate the use of this classification
scheme, we choose qubit quantum states as our example of physical system. A possible procedure to obtain
qubit states from the polynomials is also introduced, providing an example state for each link class. We apply
the formalism for the quantum systems of three and four qubits and demonstrate the potential of these tools in a
context of qubit networks.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.97.042307

I. INTRODUCTION

The prospect of quantum technologies is deeply dependent
on our understanding of entanglement. Applications like quantum teleportation, quantum computation and quantum cryptography are built upon the properties of entanglement. However,
although these ideas have been successfully tested in laboratory, the hope of fully harnessing their potential is strongly tied
to our understanding of multipartite entanglement.
One of the most difficult aspects of quantum entanglement
classification is connected to the multitude of criteria one may
use to define different classes. A particular natural choice
of equivalence class is the group of reversible stochastic
local quantum operations assisted by classical communication
(SLOCC) operations, which essentially views two entangled
states as equivalent if one of them can be obtained from the
other with some finite probability, by use of local measurements alone. Both these states can then be used, in principle,
for the same quantum information processing tasks, albeit
with different probabilities of success. This idea has been
successfully applied to the characterization of three-qubit
states in [1,2]. Classification of four-qubit states has received
some attention [3–6] and methods for the determination for
more general number of qubits have also been developed [7,8].
Depending on the criteria used for classification, the total
number of four-qubit entanglement classes range from 6 [8]
to 49 [5].
The purpose of this work is to study quantum entanglement
in a different way, by formalizing the tentative analogy between
quantum entanglement and topological links. The similarities
between the two have already been noticed by other authors
in the past [9–11], although it has not been developed much
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further. Aravind [9] was the first to publish the remark, pointing
out the similarities between three particle quantum states and
different ways to link three rings. He suggested that if each
particle was associated to a ring, then there would be three
different ways to link all of the three rings, corresponding to
three different entanglement classes. The act of measuring a
particle state could then be equivalent to cutting the corresponding ring, and if the remaining rings were still linked it
would indicate the corresponding remaining particles were still
entangled. The latter reasoning was limited, however, as he
noted that performing the measurement in different basis would
not lead to the same conclusions. This limit in the analogy
was dealt with by Sugita [10], where he suggested the act of
cutting the ring to be associated with the basis independent
operation of tracing out the correspondent particle from the
density operator, which physically corresponds to viewing the
system as if the particle did not exist. Furthermore, the use
of the trace operation facilitates the incorporation of quantum
systems with more than two levels, which were the only ones
considered until then.
In this paper we use topological links as a tool to study
quantum entanglement. By associating each particle to a
nonrigid ring and using as classification criteria the different
ways to link all rings, we arrive at a set of entanglement classes.
The element that allows us to develop a mature connection
between links and quantum entanglement is the way we define
equivalence between links, which focuses not on the way
each ring is linked but rather on whether a ring is linked
or not to each other ring. The appeal of this classification
resides in the intuitive picture it provides for quantum entanglement, predicting a large amount of equivalence classes as
the number of particles grow. We choose to incorporate these
ideas using qubits as the quantum systems, for their simplicity
and technological applications. On a physical perspective, we
show that the immediate applications this classification scheme
finds in quantum information are not related to direct protocol
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applications, like SLOOC classification, but rather to control
which parties within a quantum network will not be able to
successfully execute protocols between each other.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we develop a
set of rules which attributes a polynomial to each link class,
thereby making it possible to find out how many distinct links
there are. In Sec. III we establish a procedure that identifies
which link corresponds to a given state, as well as a way to
determine a qubit state associated to a given link. In Sec. IV we
apply the previous tools in detail for three qubits, while Sec. V
will be dedicated to the four qubit case. In Sec. VI we provide a
simple method to depict a link by using its associated polynomial. In Sec. VII we highlight an example where entanglement
classification using links provides alternative applications in
quantum information, namely on qubit networks. Finally, in
Sec. VIII we draw the conclusions.
II. A CLASSIFICATION OF TOPOLOGICAL LINKS

In this section we develop the formalism used to address
the following question: in how many ways can a given number
of rings be linked? First of all, this question must be made
rigorous from a knot theory perspective. The term “ring” can
be interpreted as a knot, so that linked rings can be seen as
linked knots. We shall denote n linked rings simply as n-ring
links. In fact, there are infinite ways to link even two rings, but if
we address the problem by finding which rings remain linked
after any given ring is cut, then any two n-ring links can be
considered equivalent if the results of all possible combinations
of cuts are the same.
To put the above idea to practice, a particular configuration
of any number of linked rings will be characterized by a
polynomial, hereby denoted as P. The construction of this
polynomial starts by associating a variable to each ring and then
interpreting the product between variables to be equivalent to
the associated rings being linked. Taking a variable to 0 is then
interpreted as the associated ring being cut. A given link can
thus be characterized by the remaining links produced from all
possible cuts.
Let us start with the simplest example, consisting of two
rings. There is only one link class associated to them, which we
designate 21 . The notation ni indicates that we are considering
the ith link class with n rings, where the value of i is a label to
identify which link we are referring to (all the labels for three
and four rings will be explicit in the next sections). The Hopf
link depicted in Fig. 1, for example, is an element of this class.
We used the KnotPlot software to generate all representations
of links in this work. When representing a link with up to four
rings, we shall adopt the color red for the variable a, green
for b, blue for c, and yellow for d. The configuration of Fig. 1
could be represented in any other way, as long as the two rings
were linked; what matters is if the rings are linked or not. To

FIG. 2. An element of the link class 33 .

summarize this information in a concise way, we associate to
this link the polynomial
P(21 ) = ab.

Henceforth designated “ring variables,” the letters a and b
designate each of the rings, and the product of these variables
will be interpreted as the two rings being linked. The ring
variables do not need to belong to any particular space, so we
will take the latter to be the set of real numbers. Now, cutting a
ring will be taken as setting the correspondent variable to 0, so
cutting any of the rings from a 21 link will always result in the
polynomial 0, which shall thus represent the case were no rings
are linked. In case we want to consider multiple disconnected
links, we use the direct sum symbol, such that 21 ⊕ 21 , for
example, would correspond to two disconnected 21 links.
As a more complex example, consider three rings, denoted
by a, b, and c, and the polynomial ab + ac. The problem now
is to identify the corresponding link. In this case, the ring b
is linked to ring a and the ring c is also linked to a, while
the rings b and c are not directly linked. Now, cutting the
ring b, i.e., taking b = 0, we are left with ac, meaning the
two rings a and c are still linked. The same thing happens
when the ring c is cut, which leaves the term ab, implying that
the rings a and b remain linked. All the previous remarks are
enough to generate a visual representation of the link, which
resembles a chain, depicted in Fig. 2. We denote this link class
by 33 . The information associated to the ring cuts will also be
described using a diagram, exemplified in Fig. 3, providing a
quick summary of the link’s properties. A diagram representing
n cuts will also be denoted as an n-cut diagram. For notational
convenience, it does not give detailed information as to which
rings remain linked, so this does not fully characterize a link
since two different links may have the same diagram.
Intuitively, there are a number of rules that should be
satisfied in order for a certain polynomial to represent a valid
link. For example, terms with repeated variables, like aab,
should not appear, as it represents superfluous information; we
already know that the ring a is linked to b from the product
ab, so multiplying another a is redundant. Consequently, one
only needs to use terms where no variables are repeated. In
addition, in this work we will only be concerned with the
case where all initial rings are linked, so all ring variables

33

FIG. 1. The Hopf link, an element of the class 21 .
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FIG. 3. Diagram of one-cuts for the link class 33 . The arrows
correspond to the link after the cut, and the numbers above each
arrow represent the number of possible cuts which lead to a link of
that class.
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should appear at least once. This also means the possibility
of including single variable terms is not of interest to us,
since it would mean that the ring is not linked to any other.
For instance, for three rings the set of all possible terms is
{abc,ab,ac,bc}, so any polynomial can be written as a linear
combination of the elements of this basis. For simplicity, we
shall refer to an n-variable term as nth-order
term. For N rings,
 
one has N2 second-order terms, N3 third-order terms, and
 
= 1 Nth-order terms, adding to a total of
so on, up to N
N
2N − N − 1 terms. Furthermore, no particular importance is
given to any ring variable since no information is contained
in the variables themselves. For example, the polynomials
ab + ac and ab + bc represent the same link class. Finally,
there is one last rule, related to the submonomials of a given
term. Considering the case where a given polynomial contains
the terms ab and ac, it is irrelevant if we further add the
term abc, since all the letters of the latter term have already
appeared in the smaller monomials. Indeed, one may check by
setting each letter to zero independently, that the results of all
possible cuts are equal for both ab + ac and ab + ac + abc,
and so both polynomials must represent the same link class.
However, consider we have yet another ring d and construct the
links ab + cd and ab + cd + abcd. Clearly they have different
properties, in the sense that the first one corresponds to two
disconnected two-ring links, while the former represents a
four-ring link. The fact that the results of each cut are different
for the two polynomials also emphasizes this. It becomes
clear that the fourth-order monomial is only discardable if the
second-order monomials constitute a four-ring link.
We summarize all of the above remarks in the following set
of rules for the polynomials:
(1) There must not be any repeated terms, i.e., no ring
variable can have a power greater than 1;
(2) Each ring variable must appear at least once;
(3) There must not be first-order terms;
(4) Relabeling of variables is irrelevant;
(5) An n-variable monomial M is irrelevant if all of its
variables are already present as an n-ring link of lesser-order
monomials, built only with the variables of M.
These rules are sufficient to select the desired polynomials,
corresponding to each distinct link class, for any number of
rings. By construction, any link can be associated to one and
only one of these classes.
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each result, if the traced out state is entangled or not. This
is analogous to performing all possible ring cuts for a given
link and see if the remaining rings remain linked or not. As a
result, the collected information from the traces can be used to
identify the link class.
As an example, consider the three-qubit state in the computational basis
|ψ = 21 (|100abc + |010abc + |110abc + |011abc ), (2)
with density operator ρ̂ = |ψ ψ|. We associate the qubit a
to the ring identified by the ring variable a, and so on. First,
since we will solely be interested in the case where all qubits
are entangled in the initial state, we must check for tripartite
entanglement. This can be done by performing a positive partial
transpose (PPT) test on each pair of possible subsystems, i.e.,
we must partially transpose individually the qubits a, b, and
c and investigate the sign of the corresponding eigenvalues of
each operator. We will denote ρ̂ Ta as the partial transposition
of ρ̂ with respect to the subsystem a. Negativity of at least one
eigenvalue will ensure that the two subsystems are entangled
[12,13]. Nonnegativity will not guarantee that the subsystems
are separable since PPT tests for separability are only sufficient
for 2 × 2 or 3 × 2 systems. In this regard, one simply changes
the initial state until we are in a situation where the PPT test
guarantees a tripartite entangled state. For the case of |ψ,
one may check that all subsystems are entangled, and so the
state has tripartite entanglement, i.e., all three rings are linked.
Next, we trace out at a time the qubits a, b, and c, giving
the two-qubit density operators ρ̂bc , ρ̂ac , and ρ̂ab . Performing
again a PPT test on each of these operators will be sufficient
to determine if the subsystems are entangled or separable,
Ta
Ta
since they are 2 × 2 systems. We find that only ρ̂ab
and ρ̂ac
have negative eigenvalues, meaning that when the rings b or c
are cut, the remaining rings cannot be pulled apart, while the
opposite happens when the ring a is cut. This is exactly the
behavior depicted by the link of Fig. 2, so we say the state is
of the type 33 .
The described procedure becomes more complicated for
more than two qubits, for two reasons: the number of possibilities after each cut increases and the lack of a sufficient criterion
for checking separability of mixed states in systems other than
2 × 2 or 2 × 3. Both of these topics will be addressed in Sec. V.
B. From links to quantum states

III. QUANTUM ENTANGLEMENT CLASSIFICATION
THROUGH TOPOLOGICAL LINKS

In this section we shall first demonstrate how one can
attribute a link class to any given quantum state, providing
an intuitive picture of the entanglement properties of the state
under the trace of particles. After this, we will show how to find
a qubit quantum state associated to a given link class, a task
that is particularly important when one is primarily motivated
by the properties of a given link.
A. From quantum states to links

We now turn to the classification procedure, which associates a link to a given quantum state. To find it, one needs to
perform all possible qubit traces on the state and check, for

While we may find a link to each quantum state, the opposite
task is also important. This becomes clearer as the number
of qubits increases. For example, it would not be a simple
task to obtain a four-qubit state with entanglement properties
described by the polynomial abcd + abc + ab, without any
reduction of the initial degrees of freedom. It would thus be
very useful to have a map enabling us to immediately write
a state with such properties directly from the polynomial.
Although a full map is not yet available, we develop in this
section an example of an incomplete map, in the sense that
the basic structure of the state can be written down but some
computational power is still needed to fix the remaining free
coefficients. This is already a large step, as it greatly reduces the
initial free coefficients of the initial general state, which grows
as 2N , where N is the number of qubits. Ideally, it would be
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optimal to have a method which associated a pure state for
each link. However, although we were able to find pure states
for all three-ring links, the same has not been achieved yet for
the four-ring case. As such, we shall demonstrate a procedure
which provides mixed states only.
The idea is to attribute to each term in the polynomial
a mixed state in the computational basis, with the full state
being the sum of all the individual states for each term of the
polynomial. In this paper we will work up to four qubits and
will use as building blocks the GHZ-type states [14]
1
|21 ij = √ (|00ij + |11ij ),
2
1
|31 ij k = √ (|000ij k + |111ij k ),
2
1
1
|4 ij kl = √ (|0000ij kl + |1111ij kl ),
2

(3)
(4)
(5)

or, in general,
1
|N 1 ij ... = √ (|00 . . .ij ... + |11 . . .ij ... ),
2

(6)

where N denotes the number of qubits. We start by selecting
any term of the polynomial and associate to it a state of the
form
|Entangled qubits |Separable qubits |Extra qudit , (7)
where |Entangled qubits is an entangled state of the form of
Eq. (6) made of the qubits associated to the ring variables
appearing in the term, |Separable qubits is a separable state
containing the qubits associated to the ring variables which
do not appear in the term, and |Extra qudit is a qudit state
introduced for notational convenience, whose purpose is to
be traced out in the end. For instance, consider again the
polynomial ab + ac for a three-ring link. Using the structure
of Eq. (7), the state associated to the term ab can be written
as |21 ab |q1 c |0d where the value of q1 is not specified and
the qudit subscript is always the next letter in alphabetic order
after the last qubit. As for the term ac, the associated state is
|21 ac |q2 b |1d , where the qudit is increased by one unit. The
structure of the full mixed state associated to the polynomial
ab + ac can thus be written as
trd [|ψi  ψi |]
ρ̂abc (3i ) = √
,
(8)
ψi |ψi 

31

fact, we could have considered any other physical observable A
with a general spectrum {α,β,γ , . . .} and three particles labeled
by a, b, and c. One could then define, for example, the state
|φ = |βαγ abc + |βαβabc + |γ γ αabc ,

(10)

and perform all possible partial traces to identify the three-ring
link class associated to the quantum state. This would also
be true even if the observable A had a continuous spectrum,
where the only difference would be in the definition of the trace
operation. The choices of identifying a particle with a ring and
a cut with the partial trace of a particle are basis independent,
so the connection between links and quantum entanglement
is independent of the physical system being considered. As
a consequence, the same way that there is a three-ring link
identifying the three-qubit mixed state of Eq. (8), there will
also be a four-ring link associated to the pure state in Eq. (9)
with four qubits.
IV. APPLICATION TO THREE QUBITS

In this section we shall be concerned with the different
classes of entanglement for three qubits, regarding only the
case where all qubits are entangled in the initial state. Following the premise of this paper, this is equivalent to finding the
number of ways in which three rings can be linked, which in
turn corresponds to finding the different types of polynomials
one may construct from ring variables. We shall see that
the results obtained in this section not only contain those of
previous works [2,9], but also one that, as far as the authors
are aware, has not yet been documented in the literature. The
three-qubit case is also the only one where both a pure and a
mixed state will be provided for all classes.
We start by constructing the basis of possible terms to
be used, which corresponds to {abc,ab,ac,bc}. Four distinct
types of polynomials,

(9)

With the notation of Eq. (8), to specify a state we will only need
to write down the state |ψi . At this point, one must resort to
computational methods to determine the coefficients c1 and c2
and the value of the free qubits q1 and q2 . Nonetheless, we
shall find that for three and four qubits the coefficients can
usually be set to 1, with only a few exceptions where they
take the value 1/2. Regarding the separable qubits, there is
usually a large number of possibilities, so it does not take a
lot of computational power to find one possible state. We will
discuss these topics in more detail in Secs. IV and V.
Finally, as previously remarked, the analogy between links
and quantum entanglement does not restrict itself to qubits. In

0

FIG. 4. The one-cut diagram of the link 31 .

where
|ψi  = c1 |21 ab |q1 c |0d + c2 |21 ac |q2 b |1d .

3

P(31 ) = abc,

(11)

P(32 ) = abc + ab,

(12)

P(33 ) = ab + ac,

(13)

P(34 ) = ab + ac + bc,

(14)

can be obtained either by direct inspection or by adapting the
rules of polynomial construction of Sec. II to some symbolic
manipulation program. Let us now analyze individually each
of the link classes.
Starting with the link 31 , taking any variable to 0 will result
in 0, i.e., cutting any of the rings will result in setting all
the remaining rings free. The respective one-cut diagram is
represented in Fig. 4. This is the characteristic quality of the
well-known Borromean link, shown in Fig. 5. The generalization for any number of rings is known as the Brunnian link.
Using the procedure of Sec. III B is not strictly necessary for
this case, as this type of behavior is well known to be associated
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FIG. 5. The Borromean link, an element of the link class 31 .

to the GHZ type states of Eq. (6), for any number of qubits.
Hence, we have the pure state
1
|31 abc = √ (|000abc + |111abc )
2

studied before and is known as the W state [2], given by
(15)

or, for completeness, the mixed state constructed by inserting
in Eq. (8) the state
|ψ1  = |31 abc |0d .

(16)

Moving on to the link class 32 , it exhibits the following
behavior: when the rings a or b are cut, all other rings are set
free, while if c is cut, a and b remain linked. This information
is summarized in Fig. 6 and visually represented in Fig. 7. An
example of a pure state is found to be
1
|32 abc = √ (|000abc + |111abc + |001abc ),
3

(17)

while a mixed state can be constructed by inserting in Eq. (8)
the state
|ψ2  = |31 abc |0d + |21 ab |0c |1d .

(18)

Unlike all other three classes appearing in this section, this
class has never been mentioned in the literature. This may be
mostly because the approach taken in Refs. [9,10] involved
directly picturing the links, a process which quickly becomes
nontrivial. Using the polynomial approach, however, it arises
naturally.
The link class 33 has already been treated in the previous
section, depicted by Fig. 2, and an associated pure state has
already been given in Eq. (2). A mixed state can be constructed
from Eq. (8), by inserting the state
|ψ3  = |21 ab |0c |0d + |21 ac |1b |1d .

(19)

This type of state has also been suggested in Ref. [9] to be
associated to the link configuration resembling a chain.
Finally, the link class 34 has somewhat the inverse properties
of the Borromean link 31 , i.e., setting any variable to 0 will
result in a single two-variable term. Equivalently, cutting any
ring will always leave two linked rings. This leads to the onecut diagram in Fig. 8 and an element of the class is depicted
in Fig. 9. A pure state associated to this link class has been

32

2
1

FIG. 7. An element of the link class 32 .

1
(20)
|34 abc = √ (|001abc + |010abc + |100abc ).
3
The properties of this state’s structure have also been connected
before to the same link in Ref. [9]. A mixed version of it can
be created by using in Eq. (8) the state
|ψ4  = |21 ab |0c |0d + |21 ac |1b |1d + |21 bc |0a |2d .
(21)
It can be shown that the density operators resulting from all
states verify the expected behavior for all individual qubit
traces, as required. This task is straightforwardly implemented
in any algebraic manipulation software and is particularly
simple to verify.
It is also interesting to note that, from the point of view
of cut diagrams, the classes 31 and 34 stand out, in the sense
they are the ones for which any ring cuts will always lead to
the same result. Curiously, these correspond exactly to the two
inequivalent classes from the SLOCC classification in Ref. [2],
represented by the GHZ and W states, respectively.
V. APPLICATION TO FOUR QUBITS

We shall again be concerned with the case where all initial
qubits are entangled, i.e., with four-partite entanglement, for
which our approach leads to 40 classes. Finding all entanglement classes is equivalent to finding all the polynomials
P for four rings. As in Sec. IV, this can be done by direct
inspection or computationally. All distinct polynomials and
one-cut diagrams are listed in the Appendix, as well as the
corresponding states obtained using the procedure of Sec. III B.
It can be seen that the state coefficients are usually 1, except
when the polynomial contains a W type submonomial of
Eq. (14) in it, in which case some coefficients of 1/2 need
to be introduced.
Amidst the multitude of classes obtained, a number of them
stand out. For example, the Brunnian configuration 41 and the
generalized W type class 440 . These also belong to a group of
six links that have the property of resulting in the same link
when any ring is cut, the remaining ones being 46 , 410 , 434 ,

0

34

21

FIG. 6. The one-cut diagram of the link class 32 .

3

21

FIG. 8. The one-cut diagram of the link class 34 .
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we check that the initial state is four-partite entangled, which
is equivalent to considering the term abcd in the polynomial.
Now that we have verified four-partite entanglement in the
initial state, we must perform all possible traces and check if
the results are compatible with the one-cut diagram of Fig. 12.
Tracing out the qubit a first, we obtain the operator
ρ̂bcd = 21 (2 |000 000| + 2 |110 110| + |100 100|
+ |101 101|),

4

FIG. 9. An element of the link class 3 .

and 438 , one for each of the possible results 0, 21 , 31 32 , 33 ,
and 34 , that occur after cutting any one ring from a four-ring
link. Consequently, by the same reasoning, there will be 46
classes with the same property when links with five rings are
considered. Despite these type of classes having matched the
SLOCC classes for three qubits, there is currently no evidence
that there is some relation with SLOCC classification for the
four qubit case.
Some clarification should be made for the classes 422 and
25
4 . Although they have the same one-cut diagrams, they are
not equivalent. This can be checked immediately by noting that
the two polynomials cannot be transformed into one another
by a simple relabeling of variables, so the two classes are not
equivalent. To distinguish between both of them, when tracing
out the corresponding states, one only needs to observe that the
possible results from the cuts are cd, abd + ab, and abc + ab
for P(422 ), while for P(425 ) they are ac, bd, abc + ac, and
abd + cd.
Finally, it is essential to highlight the difficulties inherent to
the detection of entanglement after each qubit trace, namely the
possibility of bound entanglement when testing separability of
mixed densities. We shall explore all the nuances by explicitly
checking the correspondence of the state of Eq. (A61), i.e.,
ρ̂abcd (420 ) =

(22)

where, for simplicity, we refrain from labeling the qubits,
which, whenever omitted, are assumed to be in alphabetic
order. In this case, since the operator in Eq. (22) is diagonal
and is written in the computational basis, we know that it is
separable. However, let us suppose it was not diagonal, so
separability was not clear. To find which subsystems were
entangled or not, we would have to calculate the eigenvalues of
Tb
Tc
Td
, ρ̂bcd
, and ρ̂bcd
. After doing so, we would be
the operators ρ̂bcd
faced with only nonnegative values for all cases, which would
be an indication that all subsystems were separable. However,
there would be no guarantee of this since we would be dealing
with 3 × 3 systems. In other words, the subsystems could still
be entangled even though the states were PPT. What we could
then do would be to calculate the eigenvectors of ρ̂bcd and check
if all of them corresponded to separable vectors, in which case
it would be guaranteed that the density operator was separable,
and so would all of its subsystems. Had it been the case that is
was not immediately obvious the eigenstates were separable,
we would have simply dismissed the initial state altogether
and tried a different one. The states in the Appendix are all
optimized in this regard. In terms of links, the information that
ρ̂bcd is separable means that, once the ring a is cut, none of the
rings b, c, and d are linked; i.e., the terms bcd, bc, bd, and bd
are not present in the polynomial.
Tracing now the qubit b from the initial state, we obtain the
operator
ρ̂acd = 21 [(|000 + |110)(000| + 110|) + 2 |000 000|

tre [|ψ20  ψ20 |]
,
√
ψ20 |ψ20 

+ |101 101| + |110 110|].

where
|ψ20  = |31 abc |0d |0e + |31 abd |0c |1e
+ |21 ac |10bd |2e ,
with the link class 420 , described by the polynomial
abc + abd + ac, given in Eq. (A20). As outlined in Sec. III A,
we must first check entanglement of all initial qubits, then
perform all possible traces and finally check which subsystems
in the density operators after each trace are entangled or
separable.
To check four-partite entanglement we begin by partial
transposing the qubit a in the density operator, obtaining the
Ta
operator ρ̂abcd
. We refrain from explicitly writing the operator
Ta
for simplicity. The eigenvalues of ρ̂abcd
contain negative
values, so in this case the PPT test guarantees that the qubit a
is entangled with the subsystem made of the remaining qubits.
Tb
Tc
Td
Repeating the same test for the operators ρ̂abcd
, ρ̂abcd
, ρ̂abcd
,
Tab
and ρ̂abcd reveals that all possible subsystems are entangled, so

(23)

Ta
Tc
and ρ̂acd
contain negative values, while
The eigenvalues of ρ̂acd
Td
the eigenvalues of ρ̂acd are nonnegative. Consequently, the
subsystems a-cd and c-ad are entangled, while ac-d might be
separable. To be certain, we compute the eigenstates |vi acd of
the density operator ρ̂acd and build the associated pure density
i
operators ρ̂acd
= |vi  vi |. If, by tracing out qubit d in each of
them, all the reduced density operators remain pure, then each
eigenvector can be decomposed as |vi acd = |vi ac ⊗ |vi d .
This is indeed the situation in this case, so we are able to write

ρ̂acd =

3


λi |vi ac vi | ⊗ |vi d vi | ,

(24)

i=1

where λi is the eigenvalue associated to the eigenvector
|vi acd . In other words, the subsystem d is separable from
the subsystem d-ac. This guarantees that there is no tripartite
entanglement, i.e., the ring d is detached after the ring b is cut
from the original four-ring link, implying that the terms acd,
ad, and cd are automatically ruled out from the polynomial.
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FIG. 10. An element of the link class 420 .

The only possible term which is not yet ruled out is ac. The
presence of the term ac is confirmed by a PPT test on ρ̂ac .
Regarding the trace of qubit c from the initial state, we
obtain the density operator
ρ̂abd = 21 [(|000 + |111)(000| + 111|)
+ |000 000| + |010 010| + 2 |110 110|]. (25)
Ta
Tb
Td
All of the partially transposed operators ρ̂abd
, ρ̂abd
, and ρ̂abd
have at least one negative eigenvalue, so we have tripartite
entanglement, which means the term abd must be included.
Tracing further qubits will always result in separable operators,
as confirmed by PPT tests, proving that the terms ab, ad, and
bd must not appear.
Finally, tracing the qubit d results in

ρ̂abc = 21 [(|000 + |111)(000| + 111|) + |000 000|
+ (|010 + |111)(010| + 111|) + |110 110|].
(26)
Ta
Tb
T
, ρ̂abc
, and ρ̂abc
all have
The partially transposed operators ρ̂abd
nonnegative eigenvalues, indicating that the term abc is to
be included. The remaining traces result in the operators ρ̂ab ,
ρ̂ac , and ρ̂bc , where only ρ̂ac is entangled, revealing that only
the term ac must be included, as we already knew from the
traces of Eq. (23). In the end, we find the polynomial must be
abcd + abc + abd + ac, although the fifth rule of polynomial
construction of Sec. II dictates the term abcd is superfluous,
as all of its variables are already present in the lesser order
monomial abc + abd + ac, associated to a four-ring link class.
We are left with the final polynomial abc + abd + ac, as
required. The associated link class 420 is represented in Fig. 10,
where its properties under ring cuts can be straightforwardly
visualized.

VI. LINK REPRESENTATION

In this section we will outline a way to represent a link using
its polynomial representation. Although this is not especially
important from the physical point of view, it is of relevance
from the perspective of knot theory. The procedure uses basic
building blocks associated to each term, changing according
to the number of variables present. These are represented in
Fig. 11, up to four variables, with the style used in knot theory.
For any number of rings, a block is obtained by representing a

FIG. 11. Basic building blocks of four-ring links: on the top left,
the two-variable term block; on the top right, the four-variable term
block; and on the bottom, the three-variable term block.

Brunnian link, pulling out and cutting each ring, thus leaving
two ends to be connected.
For any given polynomial, we start by choosing a color
for each ring, draw each block independently for each term
of the polynomial, and finish by connecting all the lines of
each respective color, without crossing any of them. Inserting
the resulting knot in a program such as KnotPlot will simplify
much further the visualization. This was the method used to
generate all the links depicted in this paper.
VII. PHYSICAL APPLICATIONS FOR QUBIT NETWORKS

Classification of quantum entanglement is usually directed
to protocol applications. The goal of classification by SLOCC,
for example, is to identify equivalence classes between quantum states, which can in principle be used for the same protocols. The classification scheme developed in this paper, on the
other hand, is instead concerned with whether the subsystems
of a state may or may not perform protocols successfully with
each other. This naturally suggests applications related to qubit
networks, for which we will highlight some important aspects
in this section.
To better understand where this classification scheme distinguishes itself from others, one should look at situations
where the partial trace of subsystems plays an important
role. Consider, for instance, three qubits labeled a, b, and
c, belonging to Alice, Bob, and Charlie, respectively. These
qubits belong to a tripartite entangled state, described by the
density operator ρ̂abc . Now imagine that Charlie does not want
to act on his qubit at all, while Alice and Bob decide to execute
some protocol, completely ignoring Charlie’s existence. The
outcome of the protocol will be independent of whether Alice
and Bob have full knowledge of the three-qubit state or
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FIG. 12. All one-cut diagrams corresponding to each four-ring link class.

use instead the state ρ̂ab = trc [ρ̂abc ], where Charlie’s qubit has
been traced out. Indeed, in this situation, a general operation
in the system will be of the form
Ô(ρ̂abc ) =


†
(M̂i,ab ⊗ 1̂c )ρ̂abc (M̂i,ab ⊗ 1̂c ),

of obtaining the outcome i from some protocol will be
†

pi = trabc [(M̂i,ab ⊗ 1̂c )(M̂i,ab ⊗ 1̂c )ρ̂abc ]
†

= trab [M̂i,ab M̂i,ab ρ̂ab ].

(27)

i

where the operators M̂i,ab act on the Hilbert space of the
subsystem Alice-Bob. Any protocol is given by a specific
choice for the M̂i,ab acting on the system, so the probability pi

(28)

Thus, in a situation where Charlie is inactive, the outcomes
of protocols that Alice and Bob execute will not be affected
by whether or not they had knowledge of the full tripartite
state. Thus, as long as the state ρ̂ab is entangled, Alice and
Bob will be able to successfully carry out protocols. If Charlie
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decides to act, then the general operator acting on the system
will be constructed from operators of the form (M̂i,ab ⊗ N̂i,c ).
In this case, in order for Alice and Bob to successfully apply a
protocol, they will have to know the operation N̂i,c that Charlie
decided to apply on his qubit.
An important consequence of the previous remarks is
that Alice and Bob will not be able to perform protocols
successfully if ρ̂ab is separable, with Charlie inactive, since
no entanglement effectively exists between Alice’s and Bob’s
qubits in that case. For all purposes, even if Charlie chooses
to act on his qubit, if he does not transmit any information to anyone, Alice and Bob will not be able to identify
correlations between their outcomes, thereby rendering any
protocols between them useless and effectively cutting off their
entanglement based communications. This is an important
aspect to take into account when constructing qubit networks,
since the entity responsible for building the network may want
to completely incapacitate some parts from communicating
with each other using their qubits, without the intervention
of someone else. It is also a situation where the classification
scheme developed in this work is specially suited for, since it
revolves around the properties of quantum states under partial
trace of subsystems.
To put the idea into practice, consider the following example. Imagine we want to build a qubit network of three qubits,
distributed among Alice, Bob, and Charlie, with the restriction
that Bob and Charlie may never successfully perform any
protocols without external help from Alice, while Alice may
have a chance to communicate with either Bob or Charlie
if she wishes to. In terms of density operators, the problem
is to find a three-qubit state such that ρ̂abc is entangled, the
reduced density matrices ρ̂ab and ρ̂ac are entangled, and ρ̂bc
is separable. From the results of the previous sections, this
implies that we are searching for a link class described by the
polynomial abc + ab + ac, which is equivalent to ab + ac.
This polynomial represents the link class 33 , so we immediately
know the state of Eq. (2) will contain the properties we are
interested in. The main advantage of the classification scheme
using links is that the previous described task of finding the
right three-qubit state could have been performed using only
ring variables from the start. Indeed, the task is analogous to
finding a link class such that the ring a is connected to b and
c separately, implying the presence of the terms ab and ac in
the polynomial, while the rings b and c are not linked directly;
i.e., they do not remain linked after the ring a is cut. Once we
conclude the polynomial we need is ab + ac, we simply use
the map between polynomials and quantum states to obtain an
example of a suitable state.
The classification of entanglement using links is more
relevant as the number of qubits increase. The advantage is
not to determine the minimum amount of classes necessary
for protocols, but rather to manage communications within
qubit networks, i.e., to decide which parties must not be able
to communicate with each other without external help. Already
for four qubits the situation becomes nontrivial if entanglement
classification through links is not used. For instance, consider
four qubits distributed among Alice, Bob, Charlie, and Diana,
and imagine we want to build a network where the only
communications between parties which are not completely cut
off (without external action) are the following:

PHYSICAL REVIEW A 97, 042307 (2018)

(1) Alice, Bob, and Charlie;
(2) Alice, Bob, and Diana;
(3) Alice and Charlie.
In terms of connections between links, the first restriction
implies we need the term abc, the second restriction indicates
the presence of the term abd and the last restriction points
out the presence of the term ac. Therefore, the polynomial
we need is abc + abd + ac, which represents the class 420 . A
representative state of this class is given in Eq. (A61), which
has already been verified to have the required properties under
partial traces, in Sec V. By using this state, we make sure that
communications solely between Bob and Diana, for example,
will never be possible, because the state is built in a way such
that the reduced density operator ρ̂bd is separable. If we were
to address this problem without the aid of link classification,
it would be much more challenging.
From the point of view of physical applications, it would
be optimal if one had access to a map between polynomials
and pure states, instead of mixed states. However, the fact that
we can quickly obtain mixed state representatives for each link
class is already a significant step toward that goal.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have developed a consistent formalism to
classify quantum entanglement by associating particles with
nonrigid rings and quantum entanglement with linked rings.
Focusing on whether or not a ring is linked to another ring
after a cut, rather than the linking intricacies, we were able
to establish a simple equivalence criterion between links.
The bridge with quantum mechanics was then established by
considering the act of cutting a ring to be analogous to the trace
of a particle from a state.
The idea was formalized by a set a rules which allowed
the construction of a polynomial for each different link and
a systematic procedure to associate links to quantum states
and qubit states to links. We applied the formalism to three
qubits, uncovering a type of link class not mentioned until
now, and to four qubits, recovering a vast amount of additional
classes. We have also described a brief procedure which
facilitates the visualization of links by using their polynomial
representation. The end result is a classification scheme with
an intuitive picture of the entanglement classes, equipped with
a set of procedures which quickly allow the identification of
an example state for any class. We also demonstrated the
physical potential of this classification scheme by applying it
to a management problem of communication between parties
inside a qubit network.
A number of interesting future developments are in order,
such as finding a map from link classes to pure quantum states
or understanding more physical setups where entanglement
classification through links plays a prominent role. One can
also focus on developing increasingly efficient ways to find all
polynomials for a given number of rings. However, this is not
particularly relevant since the number of classes increases very
rapidly with the number of rings. For example, for five rings
one already finds exactly 6900 different classes [15]. On more
speculative grounds, one may inquire whether the details of the
links, such as crossing numbers, may induce class subdivisions,
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P(430 ) = abc + abd + acd + ab + cd,

or if other important quantities like entanglement entropy have
a topological picture as well.

(A31)

P(4 ) = abc + abd + acd + bc + bd + cd,

(A32)

P(4 ) = abc + abd + acd + bcd + ab,

(A33)

P(434 ) = abc + abd + acd + bcd + ab + cd,

(A34)

32
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P(4 ) = ab + ac + ad,

(A35)

P(4 ) = ab + ac + bd,

(A36)

P(4 ) = ab + ac + ad + bc,

(A37)

P(4 ) = ab + ac + bd + cd

(A38)

P(4 ) = ab + ac + ad + bc + bd,

(A39)

P(4 ) = ab + ac + ad + bc + bd + cd.

(A40)

35

36

37

38

39

APPENDIX

40

For four-ring links, we find the following classes:
P(41 ) = abcd,

(A1)

P(42 ) = abcd + abc,

(A2)

P(4 ) = abcd + abc + ab,

(A3)

P(44 ) = abcd + ab,

(A4)

P(4 ) = abcd + ab + ac,

(A5)

P(46 ) = abcd + ab + cd,

(A6)

P(47 ) = abcd + ab + ac + bc,

(A7)

P(48 ) = abc + abd,

(A8)

P(49 ) = abc + abd + acd,

(A9)

P(4 ) = abc + abd + acd + bcd,

(A10)

P(411 ) = abc + ad,

(A11)

P(412 ) = abc + ab + ad,

(A12)

P(4 ) = abc + ad + bd,

(A13)

P(414 ) = abc + ab + cd,

(A14)

P(4 ) = abc + ad + bd + cd,

(A15)

P(4 ) = abc + ab + ad + bd,

(A16)

P(417 ) = abc + ab + ad + cd,

(A17)

3

5

10

13

15

16

P(4 ) = abc + ab + ad + bd + cd,
18

P(419 ) = abc + abd + ab,

(A30)

P(4 ) = abc + abd + acd + bc + bd,
31

A mixed state associated to each of the previous polynomials is defined by substituting |ψi  in
ρ̂abcd (4i ) =

tre [|ψi  ψi |]
,
√
ψi |ψi 

(A41)

the following states:
|ψ1  = |41 abcd |0e ,
|ψ2  = |41 abcd |0e + |31 abc |0d |1e ,

(A42)
(A43)

|ψ3  = |41 abcd |0e + |31 abc |1d |1e + |21 ab |00cd |2e ,
(A44)
|ψ4  = |41 abcd |0e + |21 ab |01cd |1e ,

(A45)

|ψ5  = |41 abcd |0e + |21 ab |00cd |1e + |21 ac |01bd |2e ,
(A46)
|ψ6  = |41 abcd |0e + |21 ab |00cd |1e + |21 cd |01ab |2e ,
(A47)
|ψ7  = 21 |41 abcd |0e + |21 ab |10cd |1e

(A18)
(A19)

+

1
2

|21 ac |01bd |2e + 21 |21 bc |01ad |3e , (A48)

|ψ8  = |31 abc |1d |0e + |31 abd |0c |1e ,

(A49)

|ψ9  = |3 abc |0d |0e + |3 abd |0c |1e
1

1

+ |31 acd |0b |2e ,
|ψ10  = |3 abc |0d |0e + |31 abd |0c |1e

(A50)

1

P(4 ) = abc + abd + ac,

(A20)

P(4 ) = abc + abd + cd,

(A21)

+ |31 acd |0b |2e + |31 bcd |0a |3e ,

(A51)

P(422 ) = abc + abd + ab + cd,

(A22)

|ψ11  = |31 abc |0d |0e + |21 ad |00bc |1e ,

(A52)

P(4 ) = abc + abd + ac + ad,

(A23)

P(4 ) = abc + abd + ac + cd,

(A24)

P(4 ) = abc + abd + ac + bd,

(A25)

P(426 ) = abc + abd + ac + ad + cd,

(A26)

P(427 ) = abc + abd + ac + bd + cd,

(A27)

20

21

23

24

25

P(428 ) = abc + abd + acd + ab,

(A28)

P(429 ) = abc + abd + acd + bc,

(A29)
042307-10

|ψ12  = |31 abc |0d |0e + |21 ad |00bc |1e
+ |21 ab |00cd |2e ,

(A53)

|ψ13  = |31 abc |0d |0e + |21 ad |11bc |1e
+ |21 bd |10ac |2e ,

(A54)

|ψ14  = |31 abc |0d |0e + |21 ab |00cd |1e
+ |21 cd |10ab |2e ,

(A55)
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|ψ15  = |31 abc |0d |0e + |21 ad |11bc |1e
+ |21 bd |11ac |2e + |21 cd |11ab |3e ,

|ψ29  = |31 abc |1d |0e + |31 abd |1c |1e
+ |31 acd |0b |2e + |21 bc |11ad |3e ,

(A56)

|ψ16  = 21 |31 abc |1d |0e + |21 ab |11cd |1e

|ψ30  = |31 abc |1d |0e + |31 abd |0c |1e
+ |31 acd |1b |2e + |21 ab |11cd |3e

+ |21 ad |01bc |2e + 21 |21 bd |00ac |3e , (A57)

+ |21 cd |01ab |4e ,

|ψ17  = |31 abc |1d |0e + |21 ab |01cd |1e
+ |21 ad |10bc |2e + |21 cd |01ab |3e ,

+ |31 acd |0b |2e + |21 bc |11ad |3e
+ |21 bd |01ac |4e ,

+ |21 ad |11bc |2e + 21 |21 bd |00ac |3e
+

|ψ19  = |31 abc |0d |0e + |31 abd |0c |1e

+ |21 ab |00cd |4e ,

|ψ21  = |31 abc |1d |0e + |31 abd |0c |1e

+ |31 acd |1b |2e + |31 bcd |0a |3e

|ψ22  = |3 abc |0d |0e + |3 abd |1c |1e
1

+ |21 ab |11cd |4e + |21 cd |11ab |5e ,

(A63)

+ |21 ad |01bc |2e ,

(A64)

+ |21 bd |00ac |2e ,

(A65)
+

(A66)

+ |2 ac |00bd |2e + |2 ad |01bc |3e

+

1
2

|21 ad |00bc |2e + |21 bc |11ad |3e

+ |21 bd |11ac |4e ,

(A80)

|ψ40  = 21 |21 ab |10cd |0e + |21 ac |00bd |1e

(A68)

+

|ψ28  = |31 abc |0d |0e + |31 abd |0c |1e
+ |31 acd |0b |2e + |21 ab |00cd |3e ,

(A79)

|ψ39  = 21 |21 ab |00cd |0e + |21 ac |00bd |1e

(A67)

+ |21 ac |10bd |2e + |21 bd |01ac |4e +
+ |21 cd |01ab |3e ,

|21 ad |10bc |2e + |21 bc |11ad |3e , (A78)

+ |21 bd |11ac |2e + |21 cd |00ab |3e ,

1

+ 21 |21 cd |11ab |4e ,
|ψ27  = |31 abc |0d |0e + |31 abd |1c |1e

1
2

|ψ38  = |21 ab |11cd |0e + |21 ac |00bd |1e

|ψ26  = 21 |31 abc |0d |0e + 21 |31 abd |1c |1e
1

(A77)

|ψ37  = |21 ab |00cd |0e + 21 |21 ac |00bd |1e

|ψ25  = |31 abc |0d |0e + |31 abd |0c |1e
+ |21 ac |11bd |2e + |21 bd |00ac |3e ,

(A76)

|ψ36  = |21 ab |00cd |0e + |21 ac |11bd |1e

|ψ24  = |31 abc |1d |0e + |31 abd |0c |1e
+ |21 ac |11bd |2e + |21 cd |10ab |3e ,

(A75)

|ψ35  = |21 ab |11cd |0e + |21 ac |01bd |1e

|ψ23  = |31 abc |1d |0e + |31 abd |1c |1e
+ |21 ac |11bd |2e + |21 ad |11bc |3e ,

(A74)

|ψ34  = |31 abc |1d |0e + |31 abd |0c |1e

(A62)

+ |21 ab |11cd |2e + |21 cd |10ab |3e ,

(A73)

+ |31 acd |1b |2e + |31 bcd |0a |3e

(A61)

+ |21 cd |00ab |2e ,

|31 acd |0b |2e + 21 |21 bc |01ad |3e

|ψ33  = |31 abc |0d |0e + |31 abd |0c |1e

|ψ20  = |31 abc |0d |0e + |31 abd |0c |1e

1

1
2

+ |21 bd |11ac |4e + |21 cd |00ab |5e ,

(A60)

+ |21 ac |10bd |2e ,

(A72)

|ψ32  = 21 |31 abc |0d |0e + 21 |31 abd |1c |1e

(A59)

+ |21 ab |10cd |2e ,

(A71)

|ψ31  = |31 abc |1d |0e + |31 abd |1c |1e

(A58)

|ψ18  = 21 |31 abc |0d |0e + 21 |21 ab |00cd |1e
+ |21 cd |11ab |4e ,

(A70)

1
2

|21 ad |01bc |2e + 21 |21 bc |10ad |3e

+ |21 bd |11ac |4e + |21 cd |10ab |5e .

(A69)

(A81)

In Fig. 12 we list all the possible one-cut diagrams for each class of four-ring links.
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